COMPETENCY #4: Identify basic design details used in fashion design and create an original fashion using basic details.

CONCEPT: Basic design principles are used in fashion design.

PREPARATION: Pass out a copy of DESIGN DETAIL PICTURES to each student. Make a transparency of each page and using the overhead projector, discuss each detail with the students.

LECTURE/DISCUSSION

As you discuss each detail, have the students identify which design details they have on their clothing, invite them to stand and show the class.

Explain to students that details go in and out of fashion. Example: Peter Pan collars were big in the 1950's when they were worn in sweater sets, they made a comeback in the early 1980's in teen's and ladies clothes. These collars have always been in style on children's clothing.

UNIT ASSIGNMENT - BASIC DESIGN DETAILS

(Use figure form) Student will design an ensemble using at least 6 of the Basic Design Details that were covered in class. Color and mount the work.

Display student work around the room or on bulletin board.